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6Text 6 - Vocabulary review Texts 1-5

Exercise 1. Choose the correct word. 

1. The purpose of this study was to __a__ the effectiveness of a new therapy. 

a. assess b. assessment c. assesses d. assessed

2. A cancer registry _____ data on incidence of tumors.

a. collection b. collecting c. collect d. collects

3. No change was _____.

a. detect b. detects c. detected d. detection

4. _____ in the study was very low.

a. To enroll b. Enrolled c. Enroll d. Enrollment

5. All clinical parameters were _____.

a. evaluation b. evaluated c. evaluates d. evaluate

6. No patient showed any _____ after treatment.

a. improve b. improved c. improving d. improvement

7. Researchers found that ______ of new guidelines was difficult.

a. to implement b. implemented c. implementation d. implements

8. The incidence rates were _____ using usual statistical models.

a. to measure b. measurable c. measure d. measured

9. The thoracic surgery team _____ 15 operations.

a. perform b. performed c. performance d. to perform

10. The study showed a _____ in baseline values.

a. reduction b. reduces c. reducible d. reduced
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Exercise 3. Choose the synonym.

1. anticipate expect/move
2. baseline basic/start
3. disease illness/health 
4. elderly middle-aged/old 
5. main primary/secondary
6. outcome demonstration/result
7. prove demonstrate/attempt
8. purpose aim/proposal
9. setting background/context 
10. woman female/male 

Exercise 4. True or False? If False, write the correct translation.

1. achieve = starnutire — F—- portare a termine, conseguire

2. affect = affettare

3. as = asino

4. breast = mammella 

5. burden = uccello

6. develop = disegnare

Exercise 2. Complete the chart.

Infinitive Past simple Past participle Meaning
1 be was/were been essere
2 come
3 do
4 drink
5 eat
6 find
7 go
8 grow
9 have
10 know
11 make
12 put
13 read
14 think
15 understand
16 write
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Exercise 5. Complete the text using one of the words in the box.

despite  enrollment  is associated  may  median  months  reduces  women 

is associated
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Exercise 7. What do you think these words mean, based on the context?

kidney  ________   injury  ________   relies on  ________   underlying  ________

recover  ________   disorder  ________   however  ________   still  ________

Further  ________   reliable  ________

Exercise 8. Consult the glossary at the back of this book only for the words that you
have marked Essential, then re-read the text. Has your comprehension improved 100%?
50%? 20%? 

Exercise 6. Do you know what the highlighted words mean? Are they essential (E) 
or non-essential (N-E) to understanding the text? 

kidney   __E__   injury ____   relies on ____   underlying ____   recover ____

disorder ____   however ____   still ____   Further ____   reliable ____  

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2010,
Issue 1. Art. No.: CD005426. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD005426.pub2.

[Intervention Review]

Nutritional support for acute kidney
injury
Yi Li2, Xi Tang2, Juqian Zhang2, Taixiang Wu1

1 Chinese Cochrane Centre, Chinese EBM Centre,
West China Hospital, Sichuan University, Cheng-
du, China. 2 Department of Nephrology, West Chi-
na Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China

Abstract
Background Treatment for acute kidney
Injury (AKI) primarily relies on treating
the underlying cause and maintaining the

patient until kidney function has
recovered. Enteral and parenteral
nutrition are commonly used to treat
nutritional disorders in AKI patients,
however their efficacy in treating AKI are
still debated.
…
Authors’ conclusions There is not
enough evidence to support the
effectiveness of nutritional support for
AKI. Further high quality studies are
required to provide reliable evidence of
the effect and safety of nutritional
support.

Copyright © 2010 The Cochrane Collaboration. Published by

JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.

Don’T panic if you

don’t know what a

word means. 

not all words are

eSSenTIAL

to understanding, 

and you can often

infer (intuire) the

meaning 

from the context.

onLY use a dictionary

when the word is

eSSenTIAL. 

Do noT use a

dictionary when the

word is noT essential. 

Circle the word 

and continue

reading! 
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CROSSWORD 
Write the Italian
translation for
these English
words in the
squares.

Across
1. early
3. good
6. therefore
11. through
12. should
13. sustain
15. women
17. without
20. increasing
21. health
22. long
23. grant
24. treat
25. timing
28. diagnose
30. overall

Down
1. lung
2. undergo
4. survive
5. shift
7. safety
8. surgery
9. causal
10. grow
12. findings
14. compared to
16. prior to
18. yield
19. wide
26. leave
27. female
29. stroke
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Tips and strategies for learning
vocabulary

Vocabulary can be divided into three
categories: words you know, new words,
and “vaguely familiar words.” Generally,
words in this third group are the words
you have to study. The question, of
course, is how? 

Look at these 15 words. Which are useful
for you personally? Which words do you
need to learn? (There is no correct 
answer – the choice is subjective!)

1. cingolo della spalla
2. miopia
3. sangue
4. cartella clinica
5. rilevare
6. chirurgia
7. vescica
8. pressione arteriosa
9. dato preliminare
10. esito
11. erogazione
12. cute
13. diffusione (di una malattia)
14. sottoporre
15. articolazione 

What do the following 10 words mean?
Learn the words you do not remember –
they are all useful words! N.B. Do not use
the glossary to do this exercise!

1. assess
2. available
3. detect
4. doctor
5. physician
6. heart
7. outcome
8. likely
9. finding
10. wide

1. Flashcards – ‘5 x 5 x 5’ = 5 cards, 
5 times a day, for 5 days!  

• Use 1 flashcard per word. 
• Write the English word on one side and
the Italian word on the other side.

• Repeat, repeat, repeat! From English to
Italian, from Italian to English. Repeat,
repeat, repeat! Five times a day for five
days! Repeat, repeat, repeat!

• Always keep your flashcards with you –
in your pocket, in your bag, on your
desk… Ask a friend, colleague or family
member to test you!

• Remember that your objective (for
reading) is only to recognize the word,
not to write it or say it. Don’t worry
about spelling or pronunciation!

• When you have learned these five words,
start with a new group of five words.

2. Sticky notes (Post-it®)
Use sticky notes instead of flashcards. Put
a sticky note on your computer screen, on
the door to your office, on a wall, on the
bathroom mirror – anywhere you can see
it all day, every day! N.B. It’s better not to
stick the sticky notes all in the same place.
Distribute them around your office or
home. This will help your memory!

3. Crib sheets
These are the indispensable bigliettini that
students use during exams! For example,
cut out the list of text organizers in Text 4
(p. 32) and refer to it when you read. 

4. Associations
Associating a difficult word with an image,
another word, or even a sound, can be
very helpful. 

5. Vocabulary notebooks 
Vocabulary notebooks can be organized
alphabetically – from English to Italian or
from Italian to English – or chronologically.
Chronological order creates a “context,”
which can be helpful. 
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There is no “right” or

“wrong” strategy, only

“effective” 

or “not effective.” 

evidence-based

learning: 

do what works for

you!

Invest your time and

energy in what is
USefUL!

Study onLY those

words that are useful

to you and your
work/life.

Study only the words 

that you find difficult

to remember.

Use any strategy that

makes reading easier

and faster!



For example, let’s say that you want to
learn the highlighted words in the text
below. 

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 
2010, Issue 1. Art. No.: CD007169. DOI:

10.1002/14651858.CD007169.pub2.

[Intervention Review]
Music therapy for end-of-life care
Joke Bradt1, Cheryl Dileo2. 1The Arts and Qual-
ity of Life Research Center, Boyer College of
Music and Dance, Temple University, Philadel-
phia, USA. 2Department of Music Therapy and
The Arts and Quality of Life Research Center,
Boyer College of Music and Dance, Temple Uni-
versity, Philadelphia,USA

Copyright © 2010 The Cochrane Collaboration.
Published by JohnWiley & Sons, Ltd.

ABSTRACT
Background
Music therapy in end-of-life care aims to
improve a person’s quality of life by
helping relieve symptoms, addressing
psychological needs, offering support,
facilitating communication, and meeting
spiritual needs. In addition, music
therapists assist family and caregivers
with coping, communication, and
grief/bereavement.

Write them on the same page in your
vocabulary notebook. It’s a good idea to
write the title of the article at the top of
the page, and the date you read this
article.

• relieve – dare sollievo 
• address – trattare; porre l’attenzione 
• caregiver – colui che si occupa di un
malato

• cope – fare fronte a (psicologicamente)
• grief – dolore, angoscia, pena  
• bereavement – lutto
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Read regularly. 

The more you read,the easier it becomes.Practice makes
perfect! 


